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The fifth Canadian edition of Marketing: An Introduction makes learning and teaching marketing more effective, easier, and more enjoyable than ever. Its streamlined approach strikes a careful balance between depth of coverage and ease of learning. The fifth Canadian edition’s brand new design enhances student understanding. And when combined with MyMarketingLab, our online homework and tutorial system, Marketing: An Introduction ensures that you will come to class well prepared and leave class with a richer understanding of basic marketing concepts, strategies, and practices.

Marketing: Creating Customer Value and Relationships

Top marketers all share a common goal: putting the consumer at the heart of marketing. Today’s marketing is all about creating customer value and building profitable customer relationships. It starts with understanding consumer needs and wants, deciding which target markets the organization can serve best, and developing a compelling value proposition by which the organization can attract, keep, and grow targeted consumers. If the organization does these things well, it will reap the rewards in terms of market share, profits, and customer equity. In the fifth Canadian edition of Marketing: An Introduction, you’ll see how customer value—creating it and capturing it—drives every good marketing strategy.

Five Major Value Themes

The text is built around the five major themes described below. These themes and the many related key concepts are brought to life through cases and examples that have been written just for this edition by Canadian authors. Indeed the WestJet cover image sets the tone for this pervasive and strong Canadian theme. In this fifth Canadian edition, you’ll find many stories about Canadian companies, such as The Running Room and RIM, and real Canadians working in fields such as marketing research and music marketing, as well as a running chapter by chapter WestJet mini-case. Each chapter also considers international marketing, both in terms of what Canadian companies are doing abroad and what interesting marketing activities foreign companies are engaging in.

The fifth Canadian edition of Marketing: An Introduction builds on five major value themes:

1. Creating value for customers in order to capture value from customers in return. Today’s outstanding marketing companies understand the marketplace and customer needs, design value-creating marketing strategies, develop integrated marketing programs that deliver value and satisfaction, and build strong customer relationships. In return, they capture value from customers in the form of sales, profits, and customer equity. This
innovative customer value framework is introduced in a five-step marketing process model, which details how marketing creates customer value and captures value in return. The framework is carefully explained and integrated throughout the text.

2. **Building and managing strong brands to create brand equity.** Well-positioned brands with strong brand equity provide the basis upon which to build profitable customer relationships. Today's marketers must position their brands powerfully and manage them well. The fifth Canadian edition provides a deep focus on brands with expanded coverage of brand strategy and management in Chapter 9.

3. **Measuring and managing return on marketing.** Marketing managers must ensure that their marketing dollars are being well spent. In the past, many marketers spent freely on big, expensive marketing programs, often without thinking carefully about the financial returns on their spending. But all that has changed—measuring and managing return on marketing investments has become an important part of strategic marketing decision-making. The fifth Canadian edition specifically addresses return on marketing investment.

4. **Harnessing new marketing technologies.** New digital and other high-tech marketing developments are dramatically changing consumers and marketers, and the ways in which they relate to one another. The fifth Canadian edition thoroughly explores the new technologies impacting marketing, from “Web 3.0” to new-age digital marketing and from online technologies to the exploding use of social networks and customer-generated marketing.

5. **Marketing in a socially responsible way around the globe.** As technological developments make the world an increasingly smaller place, marketers must be good at marketing their brands globally and in socially responsible ways. The fifth Canadian edition integrates global marketing and social responsibility topics throughout the text, specifically in Chapter 3, which is dedicated to sustainable marketing.

**New in the Fifth Canadian Edition**

We've thoroughly revised the fifth Canadian edition of *Marketing: An Introduction* to reflect the major trends and forces impacting marketing in this era of customer value and relationships. Here are just some of the major changes you'll find in this edition.

- There is greater diversity of Canadian firms featured throughout each chapter. From the chapter opening vignettes, to the examples and cases, these companies provide broader coverage of the industries (services, manufacturing, and social media industries,) that are integral to Canadian business.
- In the fifth Canadian edition, coverage of **sustainability** is now woven into each chapter.
- The fifth Canadian edition features new discussions about timely issues such as **neuromarketing** (Chapter 5) **crowdsourcing and customer-driven idea generation** (Chapter 8), a discussion on how to **engage consumers**, and not just reach them (Chapter 12), a section on the **international advertising decisions** with references to specific Canadian examples (Chapter 12), as well as a section on: **personal selling and managing customer relationships** (Chapter 13).
- The fifth Canadian edition continues to engage students with this title's most unique feature, **the comprehensive case**. Used to further illustrate a chapter's key learnings, this case runs throughout the book, and examines WestJet's marketing strategy as it relates to the content being discussed. There is a particular focus on their planned expansion into regional and trans-Atlantic destinations.
The fifth Canadian edition includes new coverage of technology woven throughout the textbook. With sections on mass mingling (Chapter 4), shoppable media and showrooming (Chapter 11), an expanded section on new marketing communications models and the impact of advances in communication technology alongside more traditional models (Chapter 12), and Selling and the Internet (Chapter 13) this text examines many of the most timely developments in marketing and technology.

The fifth Canadian edition includes new sections on Brand Communications, Brand Stories, Branded Content, Brands and Social Media (Chapter 9), and the use of brand ambassadors as with the 2009 campaign by James Ready beer, or the work of Toronto-based Campus Intercept (Chapter 6).

The fifth Canadian edition also contains a new section on the use and role of logos (Chapter 9).

(Chapter 11) has been reorganized into three major sections: Marketing Channels, Retail, and Supply Chain/Logistics. The section on marketing channels has been re-written to explain the concepts in real marketing terms and to use real examples that will resonate with students. The emphasis in the revised retail section explains the new technological trends in retail (online, social media, mobile). Finally, this chapter discusses some global brands, with particular focus on US firms doing business in Canada and Canadian firms branching out to do more business internationally.

Real Value Through Real Marketing

Marketing: An Introduction features in-depth, real-world examples and stories that show concepts in action and reveal the drama of modern marketing. In the fifth Canadian edition, every chapter contains an opening vignette and Marketing@Work stories that provide fresh and relevant insights into real marketing practices. Learn how:

- The Running Room's obsession with creating the very best customer experience has resulted in avidly loyal customers and astronomical growth.
- Nike's customer-focused mission and deep sense of customer brand community have the company sprinting ahead while competitors are gasping for breath.
- Bullfrog Power shows how an innovative new company can address issues related to sustainability while stretching a limited marketing budget through the use of powerful public relations techniques.
- Google innovates at the speed of light—it's part of the company's DNA.
- Amazon.com has become one of the best-known names on the Web and has been viewed as the model for business in the digital age.

Beyond these features, each chapter is packed with countless real, relevant, and timely examples that reinforce key concepts. No other text brings marketing to life like the fifth Canadian edition of Marketing: An Introduction.
Valuable Learning Aids

A wealth of chapter-opening, within-chapter, and end-of-chapter learning devices help students to learn, link, and apply major concepts:

- **Chapter-opening Content.** The new, more active and integrative opening spread in each chapter features a brief Previewing the Concepts section that includes chapter concepts, an outline of chapter content and learning objectives, and an opening vignette—an engaging, deepening, illustrated, and annotated marketing story that introduces the chapter material and spurs student interest.

- **Marketing Work highlights.** Each chapter contains two high-light features that provide an in-depth look at real marketing practices of large and small companies.

- **Reviewing the Concepts.** A summary at the end of each chapter reviews major chapter concepts and links them to chapter objectives.

- **Key Terms.** A helpful listing of chapter key terms by order of appearance with page numbers allows easy reference.

- **Talk About Marketing.** This section contains discussion questions that require students to think about, discuss, defend, and apply the concepts in the chapter.

- **Think Like a Marketing Manager.** A very short case gives a real-world example of one of the concepts in the chapter in action, followed by application questions.

- **Marketing Ethics.** Situational descriptions and questions at the end of each chapter highlight important issues in marketing ethics and social responsibility.

- **Marketing Technology.** Application exercises at the end of each chapter facilitate discussion of important and emerging marketing technologies in this digital age.

- **Marketing by the Numbers.** An exercise at the end of each chapter lets students apply analytical and financial thinking to relevant chapter concepts and links the chapter to Appendix 3, Marketing by the Numbers.

- **Video Case.** Short vignettes with discussion questions come at the end of most chapters. These are to be used with the set of engaging 4- to 7-minute videos that accompany the fifth Canadian edition, and can be found on the MyMarketingLab.
Comprehensive Case: WestJet®

WestJet is as authentic an example of true Canadian entrepreneurialism as there has been in the last several decades. Three forward thinking, resourceful businessmen, five planes and an idea to super-serve "guests" with value priced airfare, has gone from nothing to approximately one-third share of the Canadian domestic air travel market. In 2013, having grown to servicing 90 destinations throughout North America, Central America and the Caribbean, WestJet launched its regional subsidiary, Encore, to begin a new chapter of delivering the same WestJet brand experience to smaller Canadian communities.

We've used WestJet as our comprehensive case in the fifth edition. This case material can be found in three key areas of the text:

1. WestJet Mini Cases. At the end of each chapter is a short case about the company that illustrates how they employ the topics covered in that chapter.
2. Appendix 1 – General Company Information: WestJet. This appendix tells the story of WestJet and illustrates how its marketing strategy has been a key element of its success.
3. Appendix 2 – The Marketing Plan: An Introduction. Our second appendix contains a sample marketing plan that helps you to see how marketing concepts translate into real-life marketing strategies.
Teaching and Learning Support

A successful marketing course requires more than a well-written book. Today's classroom requires a dedicated teacher and a fully integrated teaching package. A total package of teaching and learning supplements extends this edition's emphasis on effective teaching and learning. The aids on the following page support *Marketing: An Introduction*.

**Instructor's Resource Manual.** This invaluable resource not only includes chapter-by-chapter teaching strategies, it also features notes about the PowerPoint slides and the video cases. This supplement is available through Pearson Education Canada's online catalogue at [http://vig.pearsoned.ca](http://vig.pearsoned.ca), and also available through the instructor's eText.

**Pearson MyTest.** This computerized test bank includes multiple-choice and true/false questions, plus essay and short-answer questions. All questions include the correct answer and are linked to a learning objective from the chapter. The MyTest is available through MyMarketingLab.

**PowerPoint® Presentations.** Newly designed PowerPoint slides are available with this edition and include custom infographics that help bring marketing concepts to life. The PowerPoints are also available to instructors through Pearson Education Canada's online catalogue at [http://vig.pearsoned.ca](http://vig.pearsoned.ca).

**Pearson eText**

Pearson eText gives students access to the text whenever and wherever they have access to the Internet. eText pages look exactly like the printed text, offering powerful new functionality for students and instructors. Users can create notes, highlight text in different colours, create bookmarks, zoom, click hyperlinked words and phrases to view definitions, and view in single-page or two-page view. Pearson eText allows for quick navigation to key parts of the eText using a table of contents and provides full-text search. The eText may also offer links to associated media files, enabling users to access videos, animations, or other activities as they read the text.

**MyMarketingLab**

Break through to a higher level of learning with MyMarketingLab. MyMarketingLab now allows you to assess your students at every level of learning. Features include:
- Chapter Quizzes
- Video Cases
- Marketing Mini-Cases
- Performance Reporting
- Pearson eText for Students and Instructors
Adaptive Learning

Dynamic Study Modules. MyMarketingLab makes studying more efficient and more effective for every student with the new Dynamic Study Modules. Leveraging research from the fields of cognitive psychology, neurobiology and game studies – the Dynamic Study Modules work by continuously assessing student performance and activity, then using data and analytics to provide personalized content in real-time to reinforce concepts that target each student’s particular strengths and weaknesses. The Dynamic Study Modules in MyMarketingLab are mobile! Students can study on their phone, tablet or computer.

Writing Space. Pearson’s Writing Space offers instructors powerful new tools to assign, track, and grade writing in their courses. Students can now complete and get feedback on writing assignments right within their MyLab. Writing Space assignments for this MyLab include Assisted-Graded Writing Assignments and Create Your Own Writing Assignments.

Learning Solutions Managers. Pearson’s Learning Solutions Consultants work with faculty and campus course designers to ensure that Pearson technology products, assessment tools, and online course materials are tailored to meet your specific needs. This highly qualified team is dedicated to helping schools take full advantage of a wide range of educational resources, by assisting in the integration of a variety of instructional materials and media formats. Your local Pearson Education sales representative can provide you with more details on this service program.

CourseSmart goes beyond traditional expectations—providing instant, online access to the textbooks and course materials you need at a lower cost for students. And even as students save money, you can save time and hassle with a digital eTextbook that allows you to search for the most relevant content at the very moment you need it. Whether it’s evaluating textbooks or creating lecture notes to help students with difficult concepts, CourseSmart can make life a little easier. See how when you visit www.coursesmart.com/instructors.

Pearson Custom Library

For enrollments of at least 25 students, you can create your own textbook by choosing the chapters that best suit your own course needs. To begin building your custom text, visit www.pearsoncustomlibrary.com. You may also work with a dedicated Pearson Custom editor to create your ideal text—publishing your own original content or mixing and matching Pearson content. Contact your local Pearson Representative to get started.
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